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Abstract
MapReduce has become a popular programming model for processing and running large-scale data sets with a parallel, distributed paradigm on a cluster. Hadoop MapReduce is needed especially for large scale data like big data processing. In this paper, we work to modify
the Hadoop MapReduce Algorithm and implement it to reduce processing time.
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1. Introduction
The amount of data is increasing day by day. To process huge
amounts of data, Google introduced MapReduce mechanism [1].
The MapReduce model has become popular because a programmer can harness the processing power of large data centers for
very large parallel tasks in a simple way. The MapReduce programming model has been divided into two parts- Map function
and Reduce function. The only thing the programmer needs to do
is to write the logic of a Map function and reduce function. It is a
big challenge how efficiently we can use MapReduce mechanism.
In the MapReduce framework there are two executing parts: Map
Task Execution and Reduce Task Execution. In MapReduce, for
Map Task Execution, contents from a file are divided into several
parts/splits depending on the number of Mappers present (Fig. 2).
Generally, the size of each split is 64MB to 128MB. Each Split is
assigned to each Mapper. Finally, mapping related all tasks start
where each mapper generates an intermediate key/value pair for
all the mappers particular contents. In practice all the mappers are
separate machines and works in parallel process. After that, each
Mapper is either individually reduced in advance or partially reduced; this is called the Combiner function. After completion of
Map task, each of the contents from all the mappers are gathered
parallel in one place. Subsequently, they are shuffled and sorted in
the same place. After that Reducer performs the reducing task on
all values of a particular type of keys. Sorting is required to shuffle the contents, so that same keys with values can be brought
together while each Reducer can work on a particular type of key
or value pairs only. Number of Reducers depends on number of
different types of keys present. Again, all the Reducers work in
parallel with each other. To process data faster and efficiently we
modified the algorithmic logic that Google proposed for MapReduce framework [1]. Our modified MapReduce programming
logic gives better performance against the original MapReduce
algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
describe the background, research motivations and related works
of MapReduce. The modified proposed model has discussed in
detail in Section III. Comparison between modified model with
original model has briefly discussed and debated in Section IV.
Result and Performance analysis has described in Section V. Finally in Section VI conclude the study.

2. Motivation and Related Works
From the previous section we can see that Mappers have to wait to
start their mapping tasks after all the splitting and assigning to
Mappers are over, and Reducers have to wait to start their reducing tasks after all the Shuffling/Sorting is over. It would have taken much less time if Mappers and Reducers did not have to wait
for their tasks to start. And so, in this paper our target is to somehow cut the waiting times for Mappers and Reducers to start their
tasks and to provide a better algorithmic framework for MRA
(MapReduce Agent). Considerable work has been devoted to processing joins on relational data. Blanas [3] compared the implementations of traditional join algorithms in MapReduce for Map
function and Reduce function. Afrati and Ullman [4] provided
specialized algorithms for multiway equijoins. Lin [5] tackled the
same problem utilizing column-based storage. Okcan and Riedewald [6] devised algorithms for reporting the cartesian product
of two tables. Zhang [7] discussed efficient processing of multiway theta-joins. Regarding joins on non-relational data, Vernica
[8], Metwally and Faloutsos [9] studied set-similarity join. Afrati
[10] re-visited this problem and its variants under the constraint
that an algorithm must terminate in a single round. Lu [11], on the
other hand, investigated k nearest neighbor join in Euclidean space.
MapReduce has been proven useful for processing massive graphs.
Suri, Vassilvitskii [12], and Tsourakakis [13] considered triangle
counting, Morales [14] dealt with b-matching, Bahmani [15] focused on the discovery of densest subgraphs, Karloff [16] analyzed computing connected components and spanning trees, while
Lattanzi [17] studied maximal matching, vertex/edge cover, and
minimum cut. Data mining and2.1. The paper should have the
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following structure statistical analysis are also popular topics on
MapReduce. Clustering was investigated by Das[19], Cordeiro
[19], and Ene [120]. Classification and regression were studied by
Panda [21]. Ghoting developed an integrated toolkit to facilitate
machine learning tasks. Pansare [23] and Laptev explained how to
compute aggregates over a gigantic file. Grover and Carey [25]
focused on extracting a set of samples satisfying a given predicate.
Chen [26] described techniques for supporting operations of data
warehouses. Among the other algorithmic studies on MapReduce,
Chierichetti [27] attacked approximation versions of the set cover
problem. Wang [28] described algorithms for the simulation of
real-world events. Bahmani [29] proposed methods for calculating
personalized page ranks. Jestes [30] investigated the construction
of wavelet histograms. There is only one paper, as far as we know,
that they eliminated the Shuffle-Sort altogether regarding it as a
barrier. It takes far lesser time than ours but is not convenient in
situations where data is lost from the Reducer; we will see the
reason later. The paper is by Abhishek, Nicolas, Brian, Indranil
and Roy [31].

information then Reducer does not have to recollect information
all the way from Mappers, it can recollect it from the Shuffle part.
But, we showed a way where shuffling can be done by cutting out
the sorting part and minimizing the searching part, hence making
the parallel Shuffling with Reducing work much faster than in
Original MapReduce Algorithm.

3. Proposed Simplified MapReduce

4. Comparative Description Between Simpli-

To eliminate the waiting time for the Mappers and Reducers to
start their tasks and to make the algorithm work much faster than
the original one, we approached a different method where we have
proposed a total of three parts in the original MapReduce algorithm to create a new Simplified MapReduce algorithm (Fig. 1).

3.3. Creating Word Count
In this section we show the detailed implementations with difference between an application coded for the Original MapReduce
algorithm and the Refined MapReduce algorithm. For this, we use
the Word Count application provided with the Hadoop distribution
as MapReduce algorithms are usually tested with Word Count. In
Word Count all types of words occurring once or more than once
are gathered together in one place in a cluster and then the number
of occurrences of each type of word is counted. Word Count is
like the “Hello World” program in MapReduce, but it is not useless. Because counting words in particular strings is a critical part
in lots of real world programs.

fied and Original MapReduce Mechanism
4.1. Word Count with Original MapReduce
4.1.1. Map Task Execution
The number of words presented in the text file is counted and
taken into variable i. Then an input is taken from the user as variable split to know how many Splits/Mappers there should be, that is,
how many parts the text file will be divided into. If split is more
than i then an error message will be shown and will be asked to reenter, also if split is equal to 0, then error message will be shown
saying that splits cannot be 0 and again asked to re-enter. If split is
less than or equal to i then i is divided by split to calculate variable
n, which is number of words there will be in one split.

Fig. 1: Our Proposed Simplified Map Reduce Algorithm

3.1. Simplified Map Task Execution
In the Map Task Execution we have modified first part from the
original MapReduce algorithm: Parallel Splitting-Assigning with
Mapping (first part): Splitting, assigning to Mappers and Mapping are all done together in parallel, that is, while one splitting, as
signing and Mapping are being started together for one Mapper,
another Mapper also becomes responsible for splitting, assigning
and mapping at the same time.

3.2. Simplified Reduce Task Execution
In Reduce Task Execution we have done our modified second and
third parts from the original MapReduce algorithm:
Parallel Shuffling with Reducing (second part): After the Combiner function (from Map Task Execution), same keys are brought
together (i.e. Shuffled) and Reduced at the same time, i.e. both
Shuffling and Reducing are done in parallel without having to sort.
Here, when shuffling for one type of key starts, reducing for that
type of key starts at the same time. Although all the Reducers
cannot work in parallel with each other like the original MapReduce algorithm but still this procedure takes far lesser time than
the original one.
Minimizing Shuffle Time without Sorting (third part): We cannot
eliminate the shuffle altogether because if any Reducer loses any

After is calculated, the words in the text file are divided into
the number of splits taken from the user by split and at the
same time each Split is assigned to each Mapper. If more words
remain in the text file, even after all Mappers are done taking n
number of words each, the remaining words are added to the last
Mapper with the n number of words. We created Mappers by
creating a class named map where each object ob represents each
Mapper and each word1 in that object represents each word in the
object or Mapper. After all the splitting and assigning to Mappers
are done each Mapper generates an intermediate key/value pair for
every word. Here the key is the word itself and value is “1” for
each word. For the Combiner function, in each Mapper, every
word is compared with every other word in that particular Mapper
to see if that word exists more than once in that Mapper. If the
word exists more than once then the value part for that key/value
pair is replaced with the exact amount.
4.1.2. Reduce Task Execution
To process Shuffling and Sorting, we gathered all the words/keys
with values from all the Mappers in word4 array. For the Sorting
part we used Quicksort function (which is the fastest sorting algorithm) to sort all the words in word4, hence bringing the same
keys with values together, hence getting Shuffled. Finally, for the
Reducer part all the values of the same.
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Fig.2. Word Count with Original MapReduce Algorithm

Keys/words are added together and it is done by calling separate
Reducers for different keys, that is, each Reducer is different for
each particular type of keys. For this we created a reduce class,
where each word3 of each object ob2 represents a Reducer containing a key and the reduced value of that key, where each Reducer adds all the values of a particular type of keys/words directly from word4 where Shuffling and Sorting was done. In Fig. 1,
we demonstrated word count with original MapReduce algorithm.

4.2. Word Count with Our Simplified MapReduce
Word count with our Simplified MapReduce Algorithm has been
stated in Algorithm 1.

number of words there will be in one Split. After n is calculated,
we created Mappers by creating a class named map where each
object ob represents each Mapper and each word1 in that object
represents each word in the object/Mapper. Next, for our first
part, Splitting (where the words in the text file are divided into
the number of splits taken from the user by split), assigning to
Mappers and Mapping (where intermediate key/value pair is generated) are all done in parallel, that is, while one splitting, assigning and Mapping are all starting together for one n number of
words, another splitting, assigning and Mapping together, for next
n
number of words, are also starting at the same time. As before,
for the Mapping part, the key is the word itself and value is “1” for
each word. If more words remain in the text file even after all
Mappers are done taking n number of words each, then the remaining words are added to the last Mapper with the n number
of words. For the Combiner function, our work is same as the
original MapReduce work. In each Mapper, every word is compared with every other word in that particular Mapper to see if that
word exists more than once in that Mapper. If the word exists
more than once then the value part for that key/value pair is replaced with the exact amount.
4.2.2. Reduce Task Execution
Our second part starts from here. After the Combiner function,
for parallel Shuffling with Reducing, we created a shuffle class
where each object ob1 and each word2 in every ob1 represents a
key/value pair for that particular type of keys. We created Reducers as before where we created a reduce class, where each word3
of each object ob2 represents a Reducer containing a key and the
reduced value of that key. Shuffling with reducing together is processed like this:

If the word/key in ob.word1 from Mapper does not exist
as an object ob1 in shuffle class then an ob1 object for
that key is created and entered in ob1.word2 along with
the value. To minimize the searching part (third part),
the next empty position in that ob1 after the current position (where the key/value pair is entered) is also stored
in that ob1.word2 as variable index, hence searching for
an empty position in that ob1 is not required. At the
same time, ob2.word3 in reduce class is created for that
key where the key and the corresponding value from
ob1.word2 is entered.

If the word/key in ob.word1 from Mapper does exist as
an object ob1 in shuffle class then using the index, the
next empty position in that ob1 is located and there the
new key of same type with value is entered from Mapper
along with index for the next empty position in that ob1.
The index variable should always be with the first
word2 in every ob1 so that procedure does not have to
waste time finding the index variable. At the same time,
the value of the new-but-same-type key of ob1.word2 is
added with the existing value (for the previous sametype key) of ob2.word3, and then the existing value is
replaced with the added value in ob2.word3 in reduce
class.
This goes on for every word from all Mappers, one word after
another and one Mapper after another. Fig. 2, represents word
count with our Simplified Algorithm.

4.2.1. Map Task Execution
Like the original MapReduce the number of words presented in
the text file is counted and taken into variable i. Then an input is
taken from the user as variable split to know how many
Splits/Mappers there should be, that is, how many parts the text
file will be divided into. If split is more than i then an error message will be shown and will be asked to re-enter, also if split is
equal to 0, then error message will be shown saying that splits
cannot be 0 and again asked to re-enter. If split is less than or
equal to i then i is divided by split to calculate variable n, which is
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Mapping and separate Shuffling/Sorting and Reducing with parallel Splitting-Assigning with Mapping and parallel Shuffling with
Reducing, we see that parallel Splitting-Assigning with Mapping
and parallel Shuffling with reducing show less times than separate
Splitting-Assigning and Mapping and separate Shuffling/Sorting
and Reducing. Table 1 illustrated Comparison Time between
Original Algorithm and the Our Simplified Algorithm. From Table 1, Total time to complete a job, T=T1+T2+T3. In Fig. 3, we
have shown the total job completion times for 1200 word count
by using 1, 600 and 1100 mappers for original algorithm and
refined algorithm. Subsequently in Fig. 4, the total job completion
times for 2400 word count by using 1, 600 and 1100 mappers for
original algorithm and refined algorithm have been visualized.
The illustration of the total job completion times for 3600 word
count by using 1, 600 and 1100 mappers for original algorithm
and refined algorithm has been given in Fig. 5.

5. Result and Performance Analysis
To measure the time for parallel Splitting with Mapping we took
the time taken to complete one Splitting, Assigning and Mapper’s
task together, and to measure the time for separate Split-tingAssigning and Mapper’s task, we took the time taken for the all
the Splitting and Assigning to complete and added it with the time
taken for one Mapper’s task to complete. To measure the time
taken to Partially Reduce each Mapper we took the time taken for
one Mapper to complete the reducing task. To measure the time
for parallel Shuffling with Reducing we took the time taken to
complete the whole parallel Shuffling with Reducing, and to
measure the time for separate Shuffling/Sorting and Reducing we
took the time taken for the whole Shuffling/Sorting to complete
and added it with the time taken for one Reducer’s task to complete. Comparing the times for separate Splitting-Assigning and

Table I.: Performance Comparison between Original Algorithm and Proposed Simplified Algorithm
Original Algorithm
Time for Separate Splitting Assigning
and Mapping in micro-second, T1

1

Mappe
r

600

Time for Reducing each
Mapper Partially in
micro-second, T2

1100

1

6
0

Time for Separate
Shuffling /Sorting and
Reducing in microsecond, T3
1100

1

600

1100

0
Words
1200

15000

17000

18000

143000

0

1000

0

7000

6000

2400

30000

31000

33000

570000

0

2000

0

19000

21000

3600

43000

42000

44000

1285000

0

5000

0

26000

28000

Our Simplified Proposed Model
Time for Separate Splitting
Assigning and Mapping in microsecond, T1

Mapp
er

1

600

Time for Reducing each
Mapper Partially in microsecond, T2

1100 1

6
0

Time for Separate
Shuffling /Sorting and
Reducing in microsecond, T3
1100

1

600

1100

0
Word
s
1200

15000

1000

1000 146000

0

1000

0

2000

2000

2400

31000

1000

3000 572000

0

2000

0

3000

3000

3600

44000

1000

3000 1289000

0

5000

0

4000

4000

Fig. 3. The total job completion times for 1200 word count by using 1,600 and 1100 mappers for original and refined algorithm
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Fig. 4. The total job completion times for 2400 word count by using 1,600 and 1100 mappers for original and refined algorithm

Fig. 5. The total job completion times for 3600 word count by using 1,600 and 1100 mappers for original and refined algorithm

Our time taken to complete the job for only one Mapper is more
than in the original algorithm because in our algorithm splitting,
assigning, and mapping are all working together for all the words
in the file for one Mapper. Whereas in the original algorithm splitting and assigning to Mapper is working separately from mapping
for all the words in the file for one Mapper and the time has been
taken to just do the mapping job separately is zero for any number
of Mappers. But when number of Mappers is two or more than
two then our time is less because we are counting the time taken
for only one Mapper (the last Mapper) to finish splitting, assigning
and Mapping together. Whereas in the original one, time is taken
for the whole splitting and assigning to complete for all the words
in the file for all the Mappers and then added with the time taken
to complete mapping for one Mapper (the last Mapper). We are
choosing the last Mapper because the last Mapper can have more
words than preceding Mappers as described in Section 5.2. Number of Mappers, in practice, should always be at the very least two
or more than two, otherwise MapReduce will not live up to its
name of parallel paradigm.

6. Conclusion
MapReduce has added new dimension for large scale parallel
programming. Our paper demonstrated that our modified MapReduce algorithm gives better performance to process huge data with
lesser time than traditional MapReduce algorithm. We attribute
this success to several reasons. First, the model is easy to use,
even for programmers without experience with parallel and distributed systems, since it hides the details of parallelization, faulttolerance and locality optimization. Second, we have developed an
implementation of MapReduce that scales to large clusters of machines comprising thousands of machines. The implementation
makes efficient use of these machine resources and therefore is
suitable for use on many of the large computational problems. We
have used publicly available source code from Google for our
research work, which can be downloaded from [32].
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